Characterizing the Somatosensory Profile of Patients With Failed Back Surgery Syndrome With Unilateral Lumbar Radiculopathy Undergoing Spinal Cord Stimulation: A Single Center Prospective Pilot Study
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Objectives: Currently little objective evidence exists regarding the phenotype or somato-sensory profile of patients with Failed Back Surgery Syndrome (FBSS). The aim of this study is to characterize the somatosensory profile of the patients with FBSS undergoing spinal cord stimulation (SCS).

Methods: A combined quantitative sensory test and questionnaire approach was used to characterize the somatosensory profiles of patients undergoing SCS.

Results: Baseline somatosensory profiles were obtained from 23 patients and full three-month data was obtained from 19 patients. At baseline, there was a high prevalence (>50% prevalence of moderate to severe sensation) of burning, tingling, electric shock, numbness, and pressure pain sensitivity. None of the sensory symptoms were present at significant levels at three months following SCS. At baseline, 65% of patients had an inefficient conditioned pain modulation (CPM). Three months post-SCS, 95% of patients had an efficient CPM. All the patients who had an inefficient CPM at baseline had a successful implant at three months and their CPM became efficient in all but one patient. Only 50% of the patients with an efficient CPM at baseline, had a successful implant at three months post-SCS.

Conclusion: Although very low numbers, we could demonstrate the somatosensory profiles of patients with FBSS undergoing SCS. Early indication may associate an efficient CPM profile having a higher chance of an unsuccessful implant at three months.
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INTRODUCTION

Currently there is a growing interest in characterizing the somatosensory profile of patients with chronic pain using both validated questionnaires and quantitative sensory testing (QST) (1–6). This may not only allow us to subgroup patients based on underlying mechanisms but also helps us to identify suitable targets for treatment and perhaps might help us differentiate responders from non-responders (7–9). QST is a psychosensory measurement tool used to measure large and small afferent fiber function and to characterize the peripheral and central sensitization models in neuropathic pain (10–15). It includes static tests, which measures sensory and pain thresholds or pain magnitude rating to various stimuli and dynamic tests that either tests the central integration (Temporal summation TS) or descending
modulation (conditioned pain modulation or CPM). The dynamic tests have the advantage of capturing the endogenous pain modulatory process and testing of central integration (16–21). Yarnitsky et al. have also characterized the patients as pro- and anti-nociceptive profiles based on dynamic QST measurements (22). They categorized patients with efficient CPM as having an anti-nociceptive profile and patients with inefficient CPM as having a pro-nociceptive profile.

Questionnaires such as painDetect grades different pain characteristics from none to severe, which gives us some understanding about the somatosensory profile of the patients (23,24). These tests have been validated in characterizing differential profiles including existence of “trans-etiological” clusters with distinct somatosensory characteristic profiles (2).

Lumbar spine surgeries are commonly performed in patients with chronic low back pain (25–27). The International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) define Failed Back Surgery Syndrome (FBSS) as Lumbar spinal pain of unknown origin either persisting despite surgical intervention or appearing after surgical intervention for spinal pain originally in the same topographical location (28,29). The incidence of FBSS in various studies range between 4 and 50% (25,30–33).

Spinal cord stimulation (SCS) is an evidence-based treatment for patients with neuropathic pain associated with FBSS and is recommended in the UK as a treatment option by the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) Technology Appraisal (TA) 159 (34–43). In the UK, currently the patients are screened subjectively by a multidisciplinary team as recommended by the NICE TA159 (34). However, little objective evidence exists regarding the phenotype or somato-sensory profile of FBSS patients, which we believe is a heterogenous condition.

Several theories have been proposed to explain the mechanism of action of SCS (44–47). Although several studies have looked into the effect of SCS on peripheral and central sensitization and the somatosensory sensory profile, it still remains to be established (16,17,48–53). Furthermore, there is a need to ascertain the somatosensory profile of these patients and the impact of SCS, thereby developing an objective tool or a phenotypic marker to evaluate the response of SCS. We hope that developing such profiles, before and after SCS, will inform us about the clinical decision-making as potentially certain pain sensitivity profiles may be better targeted by SCS. This we hope will allude toward mechanism based pain intervention treatment.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

This was a single center, prospective open label, pilot investigation to characterize the somatosensory profile of patients with FBSS, with unilateral lumbar radiculopathy with predominant leg pain undergoing SCS using a combined QST and questionnaire approach.

Following ethics committee approval (10/H070/62), 23 patients with FBSS and unilateral radicular pain, due to undergocutaneous SCS as part of their standard treatment for lumbar neuropathic pain as per the national UK guidelines (NICE TA 159) at Barts Health NHS Trust, London, UK, were consented for this study. All patients were assessed by a multidisciplinary team and were confirmed to experience chronic pain (measuring at least 50 mm on a 0–100 mm visual analogue scale) for at least six months despite appropriate conventional medical management prior to consideration of SCS.

Somatosensory profiling using QST and questionnaire (painDetect) was collected before the first stage SCS trial (dual lead eight contact linear leads, Boston Scientific [BSCI]). The first stage was performed with the leads placed at T9–10 level with on-table mapping of the neuropathic pain as per the standard operating procedure using tonic stimulation parameter. All patients received one-week trial period. Patients reporting at least 50% pain relief during the trial stage were offered to have the permanent implant as per our standard policy. The permanent implant was done using the Precision Spectra™ implantable generator, BSCI. All implants (first and second stage) were jointly done by VM and SR(89,880),(821,922). Paraesthesia mapping was performed to ensure adequate coverage as per our standard policy. Repeat somatosensory measurements including QST and painDetect were taken at 18 days and three months following the second stage implant.

The following measurements were recorded at baseline (pre-SCS), 18 days post-SCS and three months post-implant. To minimize operator related variability, same-trained operator (SR/ TW) performed all QSTs on each patient using the standardized protocol.

1. Mechanical detection threshold (MDT): MDT is the weakest stimulus that a subject can detect. Seventeen, progressively rigid, monofilament, von Frey fibers (filaments represent stimuli from 0.039–4386 mN) were used for this test. The painful leg area was tested with von Frey’s filament, starting from the lowest/thinnest monofilament. Each filament was applied to the skin at a 90° angle with sufficient force to bend or bow the filament. The filament was held in place for 1.5 sec and then removed. The exact threshold was found by repetitive testing ascending fiber sizes. The patient was instructed to respond “Yes” when a stimulus was felt. Each filament was applied up to three times in increasing filament thickness and the patient should say “Yes” at least twice for the threshold filament.

2. Pain perception threshold (PPrT) or punctuate hyperalgesia: PPT is the lowest intensity of a painful stimulus at which the subject perceives pain. This test was performed similar to ST but the response is the monofilament producing discomfort/pain.

3. Measurement of pressure pain threshold (PPT): A hand-held pressure algometer (Algometer type II, Somedic Production AB, Sosdala, Sweden, diameter contact tip 10 mm; cover 2 mm thick rubber; standardized and constant speed of pressure increase of 0.3 kg/s) was used to measure the PPT’s in kPa (kilopascal). The probe was placed perpendicular to the skin and standard incremental pressure was applied until the subject perceived the pressure as pain when the procedure was immediately terminated. Measurements were taken at the most painful site in the leg as mentioned by the patient and also at corresponding non-painful site on the contralateral side and also in the back. At each site, three measurements were taken at four predefined points and an average PPT value was calculated from the 12 measurements.

4. CPM paradigm: CPM paradigm was measured using PPT as the test stimulus and ischaemic arm technique as the conditioning stimulus applied to the upper arm (54). To evoke the conditioning stimulus, the blood pressure cuff was inflated above systolic pressure (200 mmHg) for up to 10 min, or until a Numerical Rating Scale (NRS) of 6/10 was achieved. The point on the painful site with the lowest PPT value in the back as well as on the painful leg was chosen to measure the CPM response. Three PPT measurements were taken at these points using the parallel testing method (with cuff inflated) and then the cuff was deflated. The difference between the mean PPT measurements (pre-cuff inflation minus post-cuff inflation PPT) was taken as the absolute value of CPM response. A negative value suggests that CPM was efficient and the patient is likely
5. Temperature thresholds: Four different thresholds including Cold Detection Threshold (CDT), Warm Detection Threshold (WDT), Cold Pain threshold (CPT), and Heat Pain Threshold (HPT) were measured using a computer-controlled thermode with surface area of 9 cm² (TSA-II Quantitative NeuroSensory Analyzer; Medoc, Ramat Yishai, Israel). A pre-loaded software was used to set the baseline temperature at 32 °C degrees and changed the temperature at a constant rate of 1 °C /s until the subject pressed the patient-activated push-button. CDT and WDT measured the temperature, which was perceived as a “change” when the temperature was decreased or increased from 32 °C, respectively. Similarly, CPT and HPT measured the temperature, which was perceived as “painful” when the temperature was decreased or increased from 32 °C respectively. Four consecutive measurements were taken with the thermode returning to baseline temperature each time. CDT and WDT were determined as the mean of the four measurements. Subsequently, CPT and HPT were determined in a similar manner, and in that order but by taking an average of three consecutive measurements.

6. The somatosensory profile of the patient was elicited using the individual questions from the painDetect. Seven different sensory profiles were evaluated including burning, tingling, electric shock, heat or cold, numbness, and pressure pain sensation. Each of these characteristics was graded between 0 and 5 (0, no sensation, 1–2: mild sensation, 3: moderate sensation, 4–5: severe sensation).

**Statistical Analysis**

Outcomes at baseline and follow up are presented as means and standard deviations (SD), medians and interquartile ranges (IQR). Normality and symmetry of the data was checked by visual inspection of the histogram and box plot prior to statistical analysis. None of the QST and sensory profile data was symmetric or normally distributed and hence we used sign test to calculate the p values. p values were calculated for baseline vs. 18 day/three months post-SCS, p values <0.05 were deemed statistically significant. STATA 14.2 software was used for the analysis of the data.

**RESULTS**

**Demographic and Programming Data**

A flow diagram shows the study scheme as summarized in Figure 1. The mean age was 60 ± 9.2 years and M:F ratio was 8:15. The Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) scores at baseline, 18 days post-SCS and three months post-SCS are summarized in Table 1. Eighty three percent of the patients had a neuropathic component to their pain.

**Somatosensory Profile of the Patients With FBSS and the Effect of SCS on the Profile**

The distribution of the somatosensory symptoms in the patient groups at baseline, 18 days, and three months post-SCS are shown in Figure 2. The change in the somatosensory profile following SCS is shown in Table 2.

Patients with unilateral radicular pain due to FBSS awaiting SCS reported a high prevalence (>50% prevalence of moderate to severe sensation) of baseline pain characteristics with burning, tingling, electric shock, numbness, and pressure pain sensitivity and a lower prevalence of touch and temperature sensitivity (<50% prevalence of moderate to severe sensation).

Following SCS, there was a definite shift in the somatosensory profile of these patients (Fig. 2). There were significant improvements in burning, tingling, electric shock, and pressure sensation both at 18 days and three months and significant improvement in numbness at three months. Patient reported that touch and temperature sensitivity were less of a problem at 18 days and improvement in temperature sensitivity reached statistical significance at three months following SCS (p < 0.05). None of the sensory symptoms were present to significant levels at three months following SCS. The patients moved from “likely” to “unlikely” neuropathic pain category following SCS. This demonstrates a significant shift in the various somatosensory characteristics of the patient following SCS.

**CPM Profile of Patients With FBSS and the Effect of SCS on the CPM Profile**

CPM paradigms of individual patients measured at back and painful leg are shown in Figures 3 and 4. Median (IQR) for CPM is summarized in Table 3. Of the 23 patients, 15 patients (65%) had an inefficient CPM at baseline, but all of them (15/15 or 100%) had a successful implant at three months. Of these, only one patient (1/15) continued to have an inefficient CPM at three months. Eight patients had an efficient CPM at baseline, of which only four patients (50%) had a successful implant at three months. CPM remained efficient in all the four patients.
and PPT’s (measured in the painful leg) improved significantly following the block (55). There have been limited studies, which looked to establish a phenotypic profile or a biomarker in predicting the response to SCS (16,17,49–53,56). The studies were focused on simple reporting of static measures but more recently, there has been a greater interest in using the dynamic measures such as CPM paradigms. A number of QST techniques have been used in these studies to evaluate the effect of SCS on the various somatosensory characteristics. Due to the varying methodologies used in these studies, it is difficult to come to any unifying conclusions. Eisenbergh et al. found a correlation between vibration threshold and tolerance to electrical stimulation with successful SCS trials (49). Van Eijs et al. found a negative correlation between brush evoked allodynia and response to SCS in patients with CRPS, that is, patients with significant allosthesia had less chance of having a successful trial with SCS (52). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that has attempted to characterize the somatosensory profile of patients with FBSS undergoing SCS using the combined QST and questionnaire approach.

CPM seems to have an interesting relationship with chronic pain and as a predictive tool for response to intervention. Yarnitsky et al. categorized patients with efficient CPM as having an anti-nociceptor profile and patients with inefficient CPM as having a pro-nociceptor profile (22). Correa et al. reported an inefficient CPM in patients with CLBP compared to a normal healthy population (48). Yarnitsky et al. showed that patients with less efficient CPM had a higher risk of development of chronic post-surgery pain and higher pain intensity (57). They in fact reported that CPM efficiency was the sole predictor of chronic postthoracotomy pain. In a study on patients with painful diabetic neuropathy, Yarnitsky et al. showed that inefficient CPM at baseline had a predictive value for response to duloxetine ($r = 0.628$, $p < 0.001$) (58). They also showed that in patients with less efficient CPM who demonstrated this improvement found a correlation between the efficacy of duloxetine and improvement in CPM ($r = -0.411$, $p = 0.033$). Campbell et al showed that patients with pro-nociceptive pain modulation profile with enhanced TS and reduced baseline CPM

**DISCUSSION**

Sensory characteristics using QST has been studied in patients undergoing SCS for chronic intractable neuropathic pain due to various etiologies. We have previously characterized CPM and PPT’s in patients with unilateral lumbosacral pain undergoing dorsal root ganglion block. We have demonstrated that both CPM and PPT improved significantly only in the painful leg.
Only 50% of the patients in our cohort with an efficient CPM at baseline had a successful implant at three months post-SCS. Although very low numbers, early indication may associate an anti-nociceptive profile with an efficient CPM. Furthermore, if a patient has an inefficient CPM, perhaps they are less likely to develop chronic pain, however if efficient CPM profile is associated with chronic pain they are probably less likely to respond to an intervention. On the contrary, if a patient has an inefficient CPM, they are perhaps more likely to develop chronic pain and more likely to respond to an intervention.

Somatosensory Profiles Based on PPT

Patients with FBSS had lower PPT measured at back, painful and non-painful leg compared to healthy volunteers as reported previously in the literature (48,59,60). PPT in the painful leg was lower than the PPT in the non-painful leg but did not reach statistical significance. Following SCS, PPT improved significantly but only in the painful leg. Given that the current evidence for SCS is strongest for an improvement in leg pain in FBSS, a significant improvement in the PPT only in the painful leg is perhaps a reflection of the true local benefit of SCS on the peripheral sensitization.

Developing the Somatosensory Characteristics as a Phenotypic Biomarker for Patients With FBSS With Unilateral Radicular Pain and the Effect of SCS on the Profile

Freeman et al. defined three different pain types based on the somatosensory symptoms (pinpointed pain includes burning, electric shock, stabbing, pins and needles, and tingling; deep pain includes squeezing and pressure and provoked pain includes provoked brushing, pressure, and cold) and two different pain types based on QST measurements (evoked by touch pain and evoked by cold pain) (2). They performed a hierarchy cluster analysis to classify pain due to various etiologies into different clusters. It is beyond the scope of this study to perform such cluster analysis due to the small sample size. However, our data demonstrates that patients with FBSS have a high incidence (> 50%) of moderate to severe pinpointed and deep pain along with a high incidence (> 50%) of a pro-nociceptive profile. Following SCS, this profile changes to none to mild levels for all types of pain with a high incidence (> 50%) of a pro-nociceptive profile. Following SCS, this profile changes to none to mild levels for all types of pain with an anti-nociceptive profile. This suggests how the patients with FBSS present and how we can expect their presentation to change following SCS, along with the suggested predictive value of a pro-nociceptive profile for a successful implant as mentioned above. This we hope makes a strong case for a future larger study to establish the phenotypic clusters of patients with FBSS and to study the effect of SCS on these clusters. This will enable us to successfully predict the phenotypes that may be associated with a successful implant.

One of the main limitations of this study is the small sample size. Despite the wide inter-patient variability of the CPM paradigms of individual patients measured at back and painful leg, the overall trend for the CPM measurements in the cohort of FBSS measured at two different sites, showed remarkable consistency. Our study demonstrates that CPM is reliable and a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QST Sensation</th>
<th>Baseline (N = 19)</th>
<th>18 days post-SCS (p &lt; 0.001)</th>
<th>Three months post-SCS (p &lt; 0.001)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPM back</td>
<td>17 (5, 37)</td>
<td>−71 (−82.63, −18)</td>
<td>−82 (−135, −31.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPM painful leg</td>
<td>3 (−10, 20)</td>
<td>−95 (−134.7, −41.66)</td>
<td>−66.34 (−121, −12.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPM (efficient: inefficient)</td>
<td>4 (21%; 15 (78%)</td>
<td>17 (89%); 2 (11%)</td>
<td>18 (95%); 1 (5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
consistent phenotype as has been previously reported in the literature (61–65). We feel that it may be possible to infer from this study that the trends in the relationship between CPM and FBSS, the effect of baseline CPM on a successful implant and the impact of SCS on CPM very much mirrors what has been reported in the literature in other chronic pain interventions. Given the small sample size, we feel it would be statistically incorrect to try to demonstrate a correlation between CPM and a successful implant in this study.

It will also be useful to collect long-term data (12 months) on somato-sensory profiling following SCS.

CONCLUSION

This pilot study shows that patients with FBSS have distinct somatosensory profiles and these profiles can be modified with SCS. However, the predicted value of the profile and opportunity for personalizing the delivery of SCS requires an adequately powered study specifically designed to address this issue.
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